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About OmniMount
For over 38 years OmniMount has upheld 
its position as a global leader in product 
innovation. From the beginning, 
OmniMount honed its skills as a pioneer in 
the field of audio mounts and, as the once 
separated worlds of hi-fi and video fused 
into home theater, continued to build on its 
strong foundation and heritage with a 
complete portfolio of AV mounting 
solutions for residential and commercial 
applications. With over 33 patents, the 
OmniMount product line has grown to 
include TV mounts, AV wall shelves, ceiling 
and projector mounts, professional AV 
racks and carts, speaker mounts and 
stands, and a line of specialty AV accessory 
products. OmniMount's talented team of 
in-house industrial designers and 
engineers is recognized throughout the 
consumer electronics industry for 
producing innovative and reliable 
products, and is regularly honored with 
industry awards for groundbreaking 
design, precise attention to detail, superior 
quality and long-term reliability. In 2012, 
OmniMount joined Ergotron, Inc., a leader 
in display mounting, furniture and mobility 
solutions. The OmniMount sales 
headquarters is located in Phoenix, 
Arizona, with global headquarters in 
St. Paul, Minnesota and overseas in 
Amersfoort, Netherlands. 
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OmniMount, a brand of Ergotron, Inc., is driven by constant 
innovation with a singular, unified purpose: to make our customers’ 
lives better. All Ergotron brands are conceived of with out-of-the-
box thinking, fueled by cutting-edge technology and ignited by a 
robust management philosophy that promotes operational 
excellence. From product design to performance and support, 
every Ergotron product group sets a new standard and improves 
how our global customers live and work.



WHY OMNIMOUNT WHY OMNIMOUNT

Why OmniMount

QUALITY 
INSTALLATION VIDEOS
Created for nearly every product OmniMount 
sells, the in-depth step-by-step installation 
videos instill confidence in novice installers and 
offer up tips and tricks for more seasoned pros. 

              omnimount1978

WORLD-CLASS PACKAGING 
& IN-STORE DISPLAYS
Whether displaying product at retail or in 
a showroom, OmniMount's clearly marked 
compatibility specs make it easy to quickly and 
confidently find the right solution.

DEALER RESOURCE 
CENTER 
Our goal is to make doing business easy 
and mutually beneficial. The OmniMount 
dealer resource center provides quick 
access to product images, logos, literature 
and sales collateral.

OMNIMOUNT FINDER
Recognizing that product compatibility is 
paramount to you and your customers, we’ve 
updated our OmniMount Finder. It’s easy to 
search by TV brand and model number and get 
reliable results.

It’s our mission to develop solid relationships by providing 
high-quality products, valuable marketing tools and excellent 
customer service. Established in 1978, OmniMount products 
have defined home cinema and are trusted by the most 
demanding tech enthusiasts. With more than 38 years of 
experience, we understand the industry better than anyone  
and are dedicated to listening and delivering.

OMNIMOUNT.COM
The OmniMount website makes it easy to find 
in-depth product information, including 
installation manuals and product specifications 
sheets, recent news coverage and press 
releases, and general updates via the 
OmniMount blog. It also boasts live chat 
customer service. Multiple languages are 
available by selecting country/region from the 
pull-down menu in the upper right. It’s also 
compatible with mobile devices, making it easily 
accessible while on the go.

AWARD-WINNING 
PRODUCTS & INNOVATION
OmniMount strives to produce the highest 
quality products on the market, as well as 
constantly pushing the limits of innovation. 
The result is a collection of products that has 
been recognized by the consumer electronics 
industry and regularly honored with 
distinguished industry awards.

CUSTOMER CARE
OmniMount provides 24/7 phone support in the 
US and world-class coverage across the globe.

“I have to write and thank you for the 
absolutely best customer service …”

~ Heinrich S, customer

“I could not be happier. I did not think this 
kind of service existed anymore …”

~ David K, customer

OmniMount is an active user of Twitter, 
Facebook and Pinterest and regularly interacts 
with customers via social channels.

EMAIL NEWSLETTERS
We're refining our communications process to 
better serve you with information relevant to 
your business and the industry events that you 
attend. Join the OmniMount Newsletter list 
via the website signup form.
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Getting familiar with TV Mounts

For years there were three types of TV wall mounts: Fixed, Tilt and Full Motion. OmniMount is 
responsible for launching a fourth category: Interactive. OmniMount's interactive mounts are 
designed with patented Constant Force™ technology and move TVs like no other mounts on the 
market. Let our innovation set you apart from the pack.

FIXED

LOWEST PROFILE
Very low profile mounts for 

dedicated viewing areas

TILT

REDUCES GLARE
Tilt your TV down to avoid screen glare or 

achieve a better viewing angle

WHY OMNIMOUNT

FULL MOTION

FLEXIBILITY
Pull your TV away from the wall and tilt, 

pan or swivel for multi-room viewing

INTERACTIVE

MAXIMUM MOVEMENT
Height adjustment and full motion 

functionality featuring  patented
Constant Force™ technology

Attach rails to TV

Install mount on wall

Hang TV on mount

2

1

3

SAFE & CERTIFIED 

Our products undergo a testing regimen that is establishing 
the benchmark and exceeding the industry’s most rigid 
certifications. OmniMount strives to provide the highest 
levels of trouble-free product performance and longevity, 
delivering peace of mind to customers.

CERTIFIED

WHY OMNIMOUNT

TRUTH IN MOUNTING
To ensure truth in mounting, OmniMount products go through a rigorous testing process in a facility 
dedicated to the manufacture and distribution of OmniMount products. Cycle testing is done on 
every moving feature, not just full motion, for guaranteed performance. 

The OmniMount facility performs 100% end-of-line testing, life-cycle testing, and a host of other 
in-process tests, ensuring the highest quality products.

•  Up to 7,500-cycle test applied to height-adjustable mechanisms, ensuring years of trouble-free 
height adjustment

•  All product functions are endurance tested to expected life of the product

• 100% functional test for every product

•  Cycle testing performed on sample basis per product 
reliability criteria

•  Load Testing: 4x load test (meets or exceeds UL requirements) 
ensures product safety for the rigors of public use

Easy Install 

We strive to make every out-of-box experience 
simple and intuitive, using just a few tools.

Every TV mount is tested to 
UL2442 standards, 
the most advanced standards 
created by UL

6 7



TV WALL MOUNTS

TV 
Wall 

Mounts

TV WALL MOUNTS8

OMNIELITE SERIES
The OmniElite series is a flagship line of mounts for 
larger, lighter TVs. Whether looking for a fixed, tilt or 
full motion mount, the OmniElite series will provide 
a solution with all the bells and whistles for a truly 
superior installation.

FULL MOTION

OE120IW
RECESSED IN-WALL MOUNT 

Fits most: 42–80" (107–203 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 120 lbs (54,4 kg)
Mounting profile: 0.5" (1,3 cm)
Maximum extension: 10.75" (27,3 cm)
VESA compliant: 100x100 to 600x400
Tilt: -1 to +10°
Post installation leveling: +/-3°
Mounting: 16" stud

CEA Mark of Excellence
Winner 2015

TWICE Top Picks 
2015

TWICE Best of Show 
Winner 2014

WHAT'S BETTER THAN LOW PROFILE? NO PROFILE. OMNIMOUNT’S OE120IW IS A FULL MOTION 

MOUNT THAT GETS RECESSED IN THE WALL, PROVIDING ALL THE FLEXIBILITY OF A FULL 

MOTION MOUNT WITHOUT THE BULK. EASILY ATTACH YOUR FLAT SCREEN TV BETWEEN TWO 

WALL STUDS FOR A NEARLY FLUSH FINISH. THE PREASSEMBLED BOX AND MOUNT DUO MAKE 

INSTALLATION EASY.

Complete in wall system with 
pre-installed wall mount

Low profile finish with the flexibility of 
full motion

Strong and compact

Ample cable management

Full motion with left and right pan (great 
for rooms with multiple viewing areas)

Extremely low profile design

Extruded aluminum arms for superior 
finish

Elegant arm design looks beautiful when 
TV is pulled away from the wall

High-end materials and finishing

UL 2442 rated and tested to 
6000 cycles

Special channel routes cables from TV to 
wall, concealing wires

Lift n’ Lock allows you to easily attach 
your TV to the mount 

Equipped with patented gravity tilt, 
providing perfect tension no matter 
what angle you position the TV

TV tilts forward to reduce screen glare 
(great for rooms with windows)

Works with the OmniMount OPK2 power 
accessory kit to hide wires

Can be used with off-the-shelf electrical 
components

5-year warranty

Available in Anodized aluminum
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FIXED

TV WALL MOUNTS TV WALL MOUNTS

OMNIELITE SERIES

OE150T
LARGE TILT MOUNT 

Fits most: 47–80" (119–203 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 150 lbs (68 kg)
Mounting profile: 1.4" (3,5 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 200x200 to 
600x600
Tilt: up to +10°
Mounting: 16" or 24" double-stud; solid wall

OE200F
EXTRA LARGE FIXED MOUNT 

Fits most: 52-90" (132–228 cm) TVs

Supports up to: 200 lbs (90 kg)

Mounting profile: 0.7" (1,8 cm)

Universal & VESA compliant: 400x400 to 
600x400

Mounting: 16" or 24" double-stud; solid wall

Low profile design

TV tilts forward to reduce screen 
glare (great for rooms with windows)

Highly stylized to complement HD 
and Ultra HD panels

UL 2442 rated for guaranteed safety

Lift n’ Lock makes installation a 
three-step process

DIY-friendly mounting template

Kickstand holds TV for easy wiring

Post installation leveling

5-year warranty

Available in Black

Low profile design

Fixed position ideal for dedicated 
viewing areas

Highly stylized to complement HD 
and Ultra HD panels

UL 2442 rated for guaranteed safety

Lift n’ Lock makes installation a 
three-step process

DIY-friendly mounting template 

Post installation leveling

5-year warranty

Available in Black

TILT

OE80FM
MEDIUM FULL MOTION MOUNT 

Fits most: 32–52" (82–132 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 80 lbs (36,3 kg)
Mounting profile: 2.5" (6,4 cm)
Maximum extension: 19.5” (49,5 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 200x100 to 
600x400
Tilt: 0 to +10°
Post installation leveling: Yes
Mounting: Single-stud or solid wall

OE150FM
LARGE FULL MOTION MOUNT 

Fits most: 47–90" (119–229 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 150 lbs (68 kg)
Mounting profile: 2.6" (6,6 cm)
Maximum extension: 16.7" (42,4 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 200x100  
to 800x400
Tilt: 0 to +10°
Post installation leveling: Yes
Mounting: Double-stud or solid wall

Full motion with left and right pan 
(great for rooms with multiple 
viewing areas)

Low profile design

Cast aluminum arms for superior 
strength

Highly stylized to complement HD 
and Ultra HD panels

Unique joint design offers easy, 
smooth movement of the TV

UL 2442 rated and tested to  
6,000 cycles

Special channel routes cables from 
TV to wall, concealing wires

Lift n’ Lock™ makes installation a 
three-step process

TV tilts forward to reduce screen 
glare (great for rooms with windows)

DIY-friendly mounting template 

5-year warranty

Available in Black

OMNIELITE SERIES

FULL MOTION

Kicks out  
for easy wiring 

Sliding lateral  
on-wall adjustment 

Lift n' Lock™ easy  
3-step installation 
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TV WALL MOUNTS TV WALL MOUNTS

PLAY70
INTERACTIVE MOUNT 

Fits most: 40–60" (101–152 cm) TVs/displays
Supports: 35–70 lbs (15,9–31,8 kg)
Tilt: +15° to -10°
Pan: 180°
Mounting profile: 6.5" (16,5 cm)
Maximum extension: 28" (71 cm)
Horizontal movement: 21.1" (53,5 cm)
Vertical adjustment: 20" (51 cm)
VESA compliant: 200x100 to 600x400
Mounting: Single-stud or solid wall
Available in Black

ACTIONMOUNT SERIES

PLAY40
INTERACTIVE MOUNT 

Fits most: 30–55" (76–140 cm) TVs/displays
Supports: 18–40 lbs (8,2–18,2 kg)
Tilt: +10° to -15°
Pan: 180°
Mounting profile: 5.5" (14 cm)
Maximum extension: 24" (61 cm)
Horizontal movement: 20" (51 cm)
Vertical adjustment: 20" (51 cm)
Post-installation leveling: +/-5°
VESA compliant: 200x100 to 600x400
Mounting: Single-stud or solid wall
Available in Black

PLAY

The PLAY products are equipped with 
patented Constant Force™ technology 
providing fluid, light-touch adjustments 
for effortless arm movement. 

ACTIONMOUNT SERIES
Sit. Stand. Stretch. Play – all at the perfect angle. The 
ActionMount Series by OmniMount takes interactivity 
with your TV to the next level.

PLAY20X
INTERACTIVE MOUNT

Fits most: 19–32" (49–81 cm) TVs/displays
Supports: 7–20 lbs (3,2–9,1 kg)
Mounting profile: 3.9" (10 cm)
Maximum extension: 25.6" (65 cm)
Horizontal movement: 48" (122 cm)
Vertical adjustment: 13" (33 cm)
Tilt: +5° to -70° / Pan: 180° / Rotation: 180°
VESA compliant: 75x75 to 200x200
Available in Polished aluminum

PLAY20
INTERACTIVE MOUNT 

Fits most: 19–32" (49–81 cm) TVs/displays
Supports: 7–20 lbs (3,2–9,1 kg)
Mounting profile: 3.9" (10 cm)
Maximum extension: 16.6" (42 cm)
Horizontal movement: 30" (76 cm)
Vertical adjustment: 13" (33 cm)
Tilt: +5° to -70° / Pan: 180° / Rotation: 180°
VESA compliant: 75x75 to 200x200
Available in Polished aluminum

PLAY25
INTERACTIVE MOUNT 

Fits most: 19–37" (49–94 cm) TVs/displays
Supports: 7–25 lbs (3,2–11,4 kg)
Tilt: +5° to -70°
Vertical adjustment: 20" (51 cm)
Mounting profile: 4.4" (11,2 cm)
Maximum extension: 21.4" (54 cm)
Rotation: 360° with 0° lockout
VESA compliant: 75x75 to 200x200
Available in Polished aluminum

PLAY25X
INTERACTIVE MOUNT 

Fits most: 19–37" (49–94 cm) TVs/displays
Supports: 7–25 lbs (3,2–11,4 kg)
Tilt: +5° to -70°
Vertical adjustment: 20" (51 cm)
Mounting profile: 4.4" (11.2 cm)
Maximum extension: 33.5" (85 cm)
Rotation: 360° with 0° lockout
VESA compliant: 75x75 to 200x200
Available in Polished aluminum

Revolutionary design allows you to 
interact with your TV when watching 
movies, gaming, exercising and more

Offers smooth, continuous 
movement of the TV in all directions

Patented Constant Force™ 
technology enables light-touch 
adjustments without knobs or levers

Enhance picture and 3D viewing with 
the right screen angle 

Improves ergonomic viewing for TVs 
mounted high on the wall

Tilt, pan and swivel for maximum 
viewing flexibility

Screen can be rotated for portrait or 
landscape viewing

Cable management clips route wires

Includes complete hardware kit

Single-stud or solid wall mounting

5-year warranty

GROUP VIEWING
Hosting a party for the big game has 
never been easier! Pull the TV away 
from the wall and raise it to a higher 

position for great viewing angles.

GAMING
Push the TV close to the wall for 

more room to play, or pull it out and 
drop it low to get into the action.

FITNESS
Bring the TV low for exercise on the 
floor, like yoga, or collapse it against 
the wall for the most room to kick, 

punch and stretch.

PLAY

EXTENDS
33.5"

EXTENDS
25.6"

PLAY70 DUAL STUD KIT
Converts PLAY70 Interactive TV Mount from 
single-stud to double-stud
Must be used in conjunction with PLAY70  
wall mount
Available in Black

PLAY40 DUAL STUD KIT
Converts PLAY40 Interactive TV Mount 
from single-stud to double-stud
Must be used in conjunction with PLAY40  
wall mount
Available in Black
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TV WALL MOUNTS

OMNISELECT SERIES
The OmniSelect Series is designed to make 
repositioning a TV smooth and easy while ensuring 
that it stays in the desired place. Quality craftsmanship 
ensures a lifetime of dependable performance. 

OS50FM
SMALL FULL MOTION MOUNT 

Fits most: 13–37" (33–94 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 50 lbs (22,7 kg)
Tilt: +10° to -1°
Mounting profile: 2.3" (5,7 cm)*
Extension from wall: 11.4" (28,9 cm)*
VESA compliant: 75x75 to 200x200
Post installation leveling: +/-3°
Mounting: Single-stud or solid wall

*adapters add 0.3" (8 mm)

Low profile design nests TV close to 
the wall

Tilts to reduce screen glare

Pans left and right between rooms or 
seating areas

Fluidly repositions TV and holds in 
desired position

Lift n’ Lock enables easy three-step 
installation

Special channel routes cables from 
TV to wall

Leveling feature for fine-tune 
adjustments

Die-cast arm for strength and style

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black

FULL MOTION

OS80FM
MEDIUM FULL MOTION MOUNT 

Fits most: 32–50" (82–127 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 80 lbs (36,3 kg)
Tilt: +10° to -3°
Mounting profile: 2.8" (7 cm)*
Extension from wall: 14.6" (37 cm)*
VESA compliant: 100x100 to 400x400
Post installation leveling: +/-3°
Mounting: Single-stud or solid wall

*adapters add 0.1" (5 mm)

OS120FM
LARGE FULL MOTION MOUNT 

Fits most: 42–70" (107–178 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 120 lbs (54,4 kg)
Tilt: +10° to -3°
Mounting profile: 3.0" (7,6 cm)*
Extension from wall: 16.5" (41,8 cm)*
VESA compliant: 100x100 to 600x400
Post installation leveling: +/-3°
Mounting: Single-stud, Double-stud or solid wall
Wall plate offers lateral adjustment to center TV

*adapters add 0.1" (5 mm)

DESIGNED WITH PATENTED 

GRAVITY TILT AND PRECISE 

TOLERANCES TO MAKE 

ADJUSTING A TV EASY AND 

RELIABLE

Low 2.1" (54 mm) mounting profile

Tilt up to 10° to reduce glare

Equipped with patented gravity tilt, 
providing perfect tension no matter 
where you place your TV

Lift n’ Lock enables easy three-step 
installation

Offers adequate spacing between 
TV and wall for cooling and cable 
management

Sliding lateral on-wall adjustment

Safety latches prevent TV from 
sliding off mount

Single wall plate allows for quick and 
simple installation

Durable powder coat finish

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black

OS50T
SMALL TILT MOUNT 

Fits most: 13–37" (33–94 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 50 lbs (22,7 kg)
Tilt: Up to +18°
Mounting profile: 2.1" (5,2 cm)*
VESA compliant: 75x75 to 200x200
Mounting: Single-stud or solid wall
Low 2.1" (52 mm) mounting profile

*adapters add 0.2" (6 mm)

OS40TP
SMALL TILT MOUNT 

Fits most: 13–37" (33–94 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 40 lbs (18,1 kg)
Tilt: +10° to -3°
Pan: 25°
Mounting profile: 3.0" (7,6 cm)*
VESA compliant: 75x75 to 200x200
Mounting: Single-stud or solid wall
Offers 25° of pan for side-to-side movement 
to find the perfect viewing angle
Offers 6° of post-installation leveling of the 
mount

*adapters add 0.3" (6 mm)

OS120T
LARGE TILT MOUNT 

Fits most: 37–70" (94–178 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 120 lbs (54,4 kg)
Tilt: Up to 10°
Mounting profile: 2.1" (5,4 cm)
VESA compliant: 100x100 to 600x400
Mounting: 16" or 24" double-stud; solid wall
Endcaps present a clean sideview

OMNISELECT SERIES

TILT

Equipped with patented gravity tilt, 
providing perfect tension no matter 
where you place your TV

Lift n’ Lock allows you to easily 
attach your TV to the mount

Adequate spacing between TV and 
wall allows for cooling

Provides ample room for cables and 
wires between TV and wall

Durable powder coat finish

Simple to install and use

Ships fully assembled

Includes adapters for greater VESA 
compatibility

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black

PANS
25°
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TV WALL MOUNTS TV WALL MOUNTS

FIXED

OS50F
SMALL FIXED MOUNT 

Fits most: 13–37" (33–94 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 50 lbs (22,7 kg)
Mounting profile: 1.1" (2.8 cm)*
VESA compliant: 75x75 to 200x200
Mounting: Single-stud or solid wall
Low 1.1" (2,8 cm) mounting profile
Includes adapters for greater VESA 
compatibility
Ships fully assembled

*adapters add 0.2" (6 mm)

Low profile design 

Lift n’ Lock allows you to easily 
attach your TV to the mount

Allows for simple leveling 
adjustments post-installation 

Offers adequate spacing between 
TV and wall for cooling and cable 
management

Durable powder coat finish

Simple to install and use

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black

OMNISELECT SERIES

OS120F
LARGE FIXED MOUNT 

Fits most: 37–70" (94–178 cm) TVs

Supports up to: 120 lbs (54,4 kg)

Mounting profile: 1.6" (4,1 cm)

VESA compliant: 100x100 to 600x400

Mounting: 16" or 24" double-stud; solid wall

Low 1.6" (4,1 cm) mounting profile

Sliding lateral on-wall adjustment

Endcaps present a clean sideview

Safety locks prevent TV from sliding off mount

Single wall plate allows for quick and simple 
installation

OC80FM
MEDIUM FULL MOTION MOUNT  

Fits most: 37–63" (94–160 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 80 lbs (36,3 kg)
Tilt: +15° to -5°
Pan: Up to 180°
Mounting profile: 3.2" (8,2 cm)*
Maximum extension: 13.7" (35 cm)*
VESA compliant: 200x200 to 600x400
Mounting: Single-stud or solid wall
Low 3.2" (8,2 cm) mounting profile

*adapters add 0.2" (6 mm)

OC120FM
LARGE FULL MOTION MOUNT 

Fits most: 43–70" (109–178 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 120 lbs (54,4 kg)
Tilt: +15° to -1°
Mounting profile: 3.8" (9,7 cm)*
Maximum extension: 19" (48,3 cm)*
VESA compliant: 200x200 to 600x400
Mounting: Double-stud or solid wall
2.9" (7,4 cm) of lateral adjustment makes TV 
centering possible
Open frame provides ample room for power 
and AV cutouts behind TV

*adapters add 0.17" (4 mm)

Tilt, pan and swivel for maximum 
viewing flexibility 

Integrated cable management

Tilt forward or back to reduce glare 
or for overhead installations

Pan display left or right to view from 
multiple rooms or seating areas 

Included adapters fit a wide range of 
VESA patterns

Lift n’ Lock enables easy three-step 
installation

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black

OMNICLASSIC SERIES
The OmniClassic Series provides a complete range of full motion, tilt and fixed 
mounting solutions for basic installations. Each mount is designed with simplicity  
and reliability.

OC40FMX
SMALL FULL MOTION MOUNT

Fits most: 13–37" (33–94 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 40 lbs (18,1 kg)
Tilt: +15° to -5°
Pan: +90° to -90°
Mounting profile: 3" (7,6 cm)*
Maximum extension: 12.16" (30,8 cm)*
VESA compliant: 75x75 to 200x200
Mounting: Single-stud or solid wall

*adapters add 0.2" (6 mm)

OC40FM
SMALL FULL MOTION MOUNT 

Fits most: 13-37" (33–94 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 40 lbs (18,1 kg)
Tilt: +15° to -5°
Pan: up to 180°
Mounting profile: 3.2" (8,2 cm)*
Maximum extension: 9.5" (24 cm)*
VESA compliant: 75x75 to 200x200
Mounting: Single-stud or solid wall
Safety screw secures TV to mount

*adapters add 0.2" (6 mm)

FULL MOTION
Tilt, pan and swivel for maximum 
viewing flexibility 

Integrated cable management

Tilt forward or back to reduce glare 
or for overhead installations

Pan display left or right to view from 
multiple rooms or seating areas 

Included adapters fit a wide range of 
VESA patterns

Lift n’ Lock enables easy three-step 
installation

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black
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TV WALL MOUNTS TV WALL MOUNTS

OC120T
LARGE TILT MOUNT 

Fits most: 37–70" (94–178 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 120 lbs (54,4 kg)
Tilt: 0° to 10°
Mounting profile: 2" (5 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 200x200 to 
600x400
Mounting: Double-stud
Ideal for TVs with back-loading connectors

OMNICLASSIC SERIES

OC100T
MEDIUM TILT MOUNT 

Fits most: 23–42" (58–107 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 100 lbs (45,4 kg)
Mounting profile: 1.7" (4,3 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 100x100 to 
400x300
Tilt: 0° / +5° / +10°
Mounting: Double-stud or solid wall
Low profile offers sufficient room for cable 
connections and cooling while keeping TV 
close to the wall 
Pinned tilt offers uniformity for panels 
mounted side-by-side
Ideal for TVs with bottom or side-loading 
connectors
Wall plate has integrated level
Locking bar secures TV to mount

TILT

Tilt TV forward to reduce glare or 
for overhead installations

Lift n’ Lock feature offers easy,  
three-step installation

Horizontal wall plate requires only 
two holes for quick installation 

Small footprint provides ample room  
for power and AV cutouts behind TV 

Vertical rails fit VESA and non-VESA 
TVs and slide on wall plate for minor 
left/right repositioning

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black

OC80T.2
MEDIUM TILT MOUNT 

Fits most: 37-55" (94–140 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 80 lbs (36,3 kg)
Tilt: 0° to 10°
Mounting profile: 2" (5 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 200x200 to 
400x400
Mounting: Double-stud
Ideal for TVs with back-loading connectors

Tilt TV forward to reduce glare or 
for overhead installations

Lift n’ Lock feature offers easy,  
three-step installation

Small footprint provides ample room  
for power and AV cutouts behind TV 

Vertical rails fit VESA and non-VESA 
TVs and slide on wall plate for minor 
left/right repositioning

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black

Ideal for TVs with bottom or side-
loading connectors

Lift n’ Lock feature offers easy,  
three-step installation

Vertical rails fit VESA and non-VESA 
TVs and slide on wall plate for minor 
left/right repositioning

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black

Lift n’ Lock makes installation a 
three-step process

Safety screw secures TV to mount

Adapters for VESA compatibility up 
to 200x200 included

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black

FIXED

OC40F
SMALL FIXED MOUNT 

Fits most: 13–37" (33–94 cm) TVs

Supports up to: 40 lbs (18,1 kg)

Mounting profile: 0.5" (1,3 cm)*

VESA compliant: 75x75 to 200x200

Mounting: Single-stud or solid wall

*adapters add 0.2" (6 mm)

OC120F
LARGE FIXED MOUNT 

Fits most: 37-70" (94–178 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 120 lbs (54 kg)
Universal and VESA compliant: 200x200 to 
600x400
Profile: 0.6" (1,4 cm)
Mounting: Double-stud
Low profile “hidden” design
Small footprint provides ample room  
for power and AV cutouts behind TV

OC100F
MEDIUM FIXED MOUNT 

Fits most: 23–42" (58–107 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 100 lbs (45,4 kg)
Mounting profile: 1.3" (3,3 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 100x100 to 
400x300
Mounting: Double-stud or solid wall
Low profile offers sufficient room for cable 
connections and cooling while keeping TV 
close to the wall 
Horizontal wall plate requires only two holes 
for quick installation
Wall plate has integrated level
Small footprint provides ample room  
for power and AV cutouts behind TV 
Locking bar secures TV to mount

OMNICLASSIC SERIES

OC80F.2
MEDIUM FIXED MOUNT 

Fits most: 37–55" (94–140 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 80 lbs (36 kg)
Mounting profile: 0.5" (1,3 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 200x200  
to 400x400
Mounting: Double-stud
Low profile “hidden” design
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EZMOUNT 
The EZMount is the world’s easiest, strongest, most 
discreet way to hang a TV. It’s truly a revolutionary 
mounting system designed for do-it-yourselfers looking 
to hang a TV anywhere – with or without studs. It 
mounts in three easy steps, offers an impressively low 
mounting profile and comes with just about everything 
you need to mount it right in the box.

OMEZF
SMALL FIXED MOUNT 

Fits most: 13–46" (33–117 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 40 lbs (18,1 kg) in drywall and 
80 lbs (36,3 kg) in a single stud or concrete
Mounting profile: 0.85" (2,2 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 100x100 to 
400x400
Mounting: Single-stud or drywall

Mount your TV with total ease and 
confidence anywhere – no studs 
required

Metal design offers strength and 
aesthetics

White plastic covers conceal mounting 
hardware

Impressively low mounting profile

Installation template ensures accurate 
mounting hole placement

Lift n’ Lock allows you to easily attach 
your TV to the mount

Locking feature prevents accidental 
lift-off

Four mounting points for maximum 
safety

Installs in just minutes with included 
drill bit, level and installation template

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Attach

Mount

Hang

TV WALL MOUNTS TV WALL MOUNTS

OMNIPRO* SERIES WALL MOUNTS
The OmniPro series gives pro installers a handful of high end products that easily meet 
the requirements of most installations – no need to explore a myriad of options or place 
special orders. These products can be easily carried around in a truck and installed 
whenever the need arises. 

FULL MOTION

CI40FML
MEDIUM FULL MOTION MOUNT 

Fits most: 26–50" (66–127 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 44 lbs (20 kg)
Mounting profile: 2.5" (6,4 cm)
VESA compliant: 100x100 to 400x400
Tilt: +5° to -15°
Full motion mount locks and stows away 
during travel

CI60FM
MEDIUM FULL MOTION MOUNT 

Fits most: 37–55" (94–140 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 60 lbs (27,2 kg)
Mounting profile: 2.6" (6 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 100x100 to 
400x400
Tilt: 0 to 15°
Mounting: Single-stud or solid wall
Cable channels help route cables from TV 
to wall

Tilts to reduce glare

Pans and swivels to achieve desired 
position

Lift n’ Lock feature offers easy,  
three-step installation

Arm design provides ample extension 
and nests centered on the wall

Includes complete hardware kit

Includes adapters for greater VESA 
compatibility

5-year warranty

Available in Black

CI100FM
MEDIUM FULL MOTION MOUNT 

Fits most: 37–60" (94–152 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 100 lbs (45,3 kg)
Mounting profile: 3" (7,6 cm)
Maximum extension: 18.3" (46,5 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 100x100 to 
400x400
Tilt: 0 to 15°
Mounting: Double-stud (16") or solid wall
Open frame provides ample room for power 
and AV cutouts behind TV

CI125FM
LARGE FULL MOTION MOUNT 

Fits most: 37–80" (94–203 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 125 lbs (56,7 kg)
Mounting profile: 3.8" (9,7 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 200x200 to 
600x400
Tilt: 0 to 15°
Mounting: Double-stud or solid wall
Cable channels help route cables from TV 
to wall

* limited distribution
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CUSTOM INSTALLER

CI175T
EXTRA LARGE TILT MOUNT 

Fits most: 37–90" (94–229 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 175 lbs (79,4 kg)
Mounting profile: 2.7" (6,9 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 100x100 to 
600x400
Tilt: Up to +15°
Mounting: 16" or 24" double-stud; solid wall
Locking bar secures TV to mount

OMNIPRO SERIES WALL MOUNTS

CI80T
MEDIUM TILT MOUNT 

Fits most: 37–55" (94–140 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 80 lbs (36,3 kg)
Mounting profile: 1.6" (4 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 200x200 to 
400x400
Tilt: 0 to 10°
Mounting: Double-stud (16") or solid wall

TILT

Tilt TV to reduce glare or for 
overhead installations

Low profile offers sufficient room 
for cable connections and cooling 
while keeping TV close to the wall

Lift n’ Lock feature makes single-
person installation possible

Open frame provides ample room 
for power and AV cutouts behind TV

Vertical rails fit VESA and non-VESA 
TVs

Vertical rails slide on wall plate for 
minor left/right repositioning

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black

CI120T
LARGE TILT MOUNT 

Fits most: 37–75" (94–190 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 120 lbs (54 kg)
Mounting profile: 1.6" (4 cm)
Universal & VESA compliant: 200x200 to 
600x400
Tilt: Up to +15°
Mounting: 16" or 24" double-stud; solid wall

FIXED

CI80F
MEDIUM FIXED MOUNT 

Fits most: 37–55" (94–140 cm) TVs

Supports up to: 80 lbs (36,3 kg)

Mounting profile: 1" (2,5 cm)

Universal & VESA compliant: 100x100 to 
400x400

Mounting: Double-stud (16") or solid wall

Low profile offers sufficient room 
for cable connections and cooling 
while keeping TV close to the wall

Lift n’ Lock feature makes single-
person installation possible

Open frame provides ample room for 
power and AV cutouts behind TV

Vertical rails fit VESA and  
non-VESA TVs

Vertical rails slide on wall plate for 
minor left/right repositioning

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black

CI120F
LARGE FIXED MOUNT 

Fits most: 37–75" (94–190 cm) TVs

Supports up to: 120 lbs (54,4 kg)

Mounting profile: 1" (2,5 cm)

Universal & VESA compliant: 200x200 to 
600x400

Mounting: Double-stud (16" or 24")  
or solid wall

OC175F
EXTRA LARGE FIXED MOUNT 

Fits most: 37–90" (94–229 cm) TVs

Supports up to: 175 lbs (79,4 kg)

Mounting profile: 1.7" (4,4 cm)

Universal & VESA compliant: 100x100 to 
600x400

Mounting: 16" or 24" double-stud; solid wall

OMNIPRO SERIES WALL MOUNTS
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CUSTOM INSTALLER CUSTOM INSTALLER

OMNIPRO SERIES ENCLOSED 
RACK SYSTEMS
OmniMount offers several professional grade rack 
systems for managing components and giving an 
organized, polished look to any AV installation. 

RE18
ENCLOSED RACK SYSTEM 

Includes:
(1) 18 space rack
(3) 2U space shelves: 16" deep
(3) 2U space solid blanks
Weight capacity:
RE18 supports up to 500 lbs (226,8 kg)
2U shelf supports up to 50 lbs (22,7 kg)

Standard 19" rack enclosure works 
with all standard 19" rack accessories

Heavy-gauge steel construction

Fully enclosed cooling system with 
top and bottom ventilation

Includes pre-installed cooling fans 
on top

Lockable tempered-glass left- or 
right-hinged front door

Removable side panels for easy 
servicing

Adjustable feet level and stabilize 
rack without interfering with casters

Top and bottom cable routing 
knockouts

Front and back can be swapped and 
are on hinges

Side panels are lockable (locks not 
included)

Accepts front or rear rack mounted 
components

Caster base provides easy placement 
inside closets or against walls

Ships assembled

Includes complete hardware kit  

5-year warranty

Available in Black

ALL OMNIMOUNT RACKS  

SHIP FULLY ASSEMBLED

RE12W
WALL MOUNTED RACK SYSTEM

Mounting: 15.75" (40 cm) on center width and 
19.75" (50,1 cm) on center height
Product dimensions: 23.4" w x 21.9" d x 25.3" h 
(59,4 cm x 55,6 cm x 64,2 cm)
Product weight: 61.6 lbs (27,9 kg)
Weight capacity:
RE12W supports up to 120 lbs (54,4 kg)

12U size is great for networking, 
automation, hi-fi and home theater use

Heavy-gauge steel construction

Open architecture for custom shelf 
configuration (shelves sold separately)

Standard 19" rack enclosure works with 
all standard 19" rack accessories

ANSI 10–32 thread works with standard 
hardware

Fully assembled frame saves valuable 
time on the jobsite

Lockable tempered-glass left- or right-
hinged front door

Heavy-duty hinges support rack and 
gear to access wiring

Wall hinge opens to the left

Removeable side panels for easy 
servicing

Rear cable knockouts

Vented top and bottom (fans not 
included

Side panels are lockable (locks not 
included)

5-year warranty

Available in Black
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PROHDCART
HEAVY-DUTY TV CART 

Fits most 37–65" TVs

Supports up to: 125 lbs (56,7 kg) 
(sum of shelves, components and TV)
Shelf capacity: 40 lbs (18,1 kg)
Tilt: +15° to -5°
Universal and VESA compliant: 200x100 to 
900x500

Telescoping post with locking pin 
allows for 52–72" (132–183 cm) height 
adjustment in 1" (2,5 cm) increments

Includes universal adapter for 
greater panel compatibility

Lift n’ Lock for quick installation

Displays can be mounted in portrait 
or landscape orientation

Adjustable and lockable shelf comes 
with component strap and can be 
repositioned in 1" (2,5 cm) increments

Shelf can be positioned in front 
or back to hide components when 
needed

Integrated in-post cable 
management

AC cord wrap for hassle-free 
transport

Nesting base for easy storing of 
multiple carts

Caster base with four locking, non-
scuffing 4" (10 cm) wheels provides 
safe and easy movement over any 
surface

Rubberized bumpers won’t scuff 
walls or doors

Quick assembly

Additional shelves available as an 
accessory

Includes complete hardware kit 

5-year warranty

Available in Black

OMNIPRO SERIES CARTS
The OmniMount PROHDCART provides vertical 
adjustment and cable management to meet all your 
mobile media needs.

CUSTOM INSTALLER CUSTOM INSTALLER

THE PROHDCART 
OFFERS:

SUPERIOR 
PRODUCT DESIGN 
• Included adapters to fit a wide 

range of TVs or LCD displays
• Integrated cable management 

channels for organizing cables 
(shown)

• Additional accessories 
available (for custom tailored 
units)

CONVENIENT 
FUNCTIONALITY 
• Height adjustment to fit most 

viewing needs (shown)
• Displays can be mounted 

in portrait or landscape 
orientation

• Caster base with four locking, 
non-scuffing wheels for safe 
and easy movement

HASSLE-FREE 
INSTALLATION
• Speedy assembly and 

installation
• Includes complete 

hardware kit 

RE2USHELF

Add-on for the RE12W, 
RE18, RE27 and RE42 for managing 
additional components
Accommodates heavier and extra-deep 
components
Vented for component cooling
Durable powder coat finish
Shelf clamp secures component
Easy to install
Includes complete hardware kit
Supports up to: 50 lbs (23 kg)
Available in Black

RE5USHELF

Add-on for the RE12W, 
RE18, RE27 and RE42 
for managing additional 
components
Accommodates heavier and extra-deep 
components
Vented for component cooling
Durable powder coat finish
Shelf clamp secures component
Easy to install
Includes complete hardware kit
Supports up to: 100 lbs (45 kg)
Available in Black

ACCESSORIES

RE2UBLANK

Add-on for the RE12W, RE18, 
RE27 and RE42 for a clean 
appearance
Durable powder 
coat finish
Easy to install
Includes complete hardware kit
Available in Black

OESP10

Protect your electronic equipment from 
electrical surges 
Equipped with 10 outlets with 450 joule 
energy rating 
Safely clips into most racks for seamless look
Universal for standard EIA spacing 
EMI/RFI filtration reduces audio/video noise 
9´ cord with flat 90° plug 

RE27
ENCLOSED RACK SYSTEM 

Includes:
(1) 27 space rack
(5) 2U space shelves: (1) 18" deep; (4) 16" deep
(5) 2U space solid blanks
Weight capacity:
RE27 supports up to 750 lbs (340,2 kg)
2U shelf supports up to 50 lbs (22,7 kg) 

REO14U
OPEN RACK SYSTEM 

Includes:
(1) 14U space rack
Weight capacity:
REO14U supports up to 500 lbs (227 kg) 
floor loaded or 150 lbs (68 kg) wall mounted
Heavy guage steel construction with black 
powder coat finish
10/32 threaded and 25 sets of hardware 
included
Pre-welded side for quick assembly
Leveling feet included
Optional casters (sold separately)
Stackable

Standard 19" rack enclosure works 
with all standard 19" rack accessories

Heavy-gauge steel construction

Fully enclosed cooling system with 
top and bottom ventilation

Includes pre-installed cooling fans 
on top

Lockable tempered-glass left- or 
right-hinged front door

Removable side panels for easy 
servicing

Adjustable feet level and stabilize 
rack without interfering with casters

Top and bottom cable routing 
knockouts

Front and back can be swapped and 
are on hinges

Side panels are lockable (locks not 
included)

Accepts front or rear rack mounted 
components

Caster base provides easy placement 
inside closets or against walls

Ships assembled

Includes complete hardware kit  

5-year warranty

Available in Black

RE42
ENCLOSED RACK SYSTEM 

Includes:
(1) 42-space rack
(2) 5U-space shelves with cable ties: 20" deep
(7) 2U-space shelves: 16" deep
(9) 2U-space solid blanks
Weight capacity:
RE42 supports up to 1100 lbs (500 kg)
5U shelf supports up to 100 lbs (45,4 kg)
2U shelf supports up to 50 lbs (22,7 kg)

OMNIPRO SERIES ENCLOSED RACK SYSTEMS
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OWS SERIES

AV Wall Shelves

AV WALL SHELVES
OmniMount wall shelves offer a fresh approach to managing cables and components. 
Designed as affordable, space-saving accessories to your TV or simply as stand-alone 
pieces, these solutions allow you to neatly organize components under a TV without 
running connections through the wall.

Store and display your tech gear 
beneath your TV

Simple installation

Post-installation leveling for added 
ease of install

Use alone or with additional shelves

Adjustable shelf height

Black finish complements technology

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black with black glass

AV WALL SHELVES AV WALL SHELVES

OWS22
WALL SHELF 

Supports up to: 22 lbs (9,9 kg) maximum shelf 
capacity
Shelf height adjustment: 4.25" (10,8 cm)
Leveling: +/-1 degree (post-installation)
Mounting: Single-stud
Surface size: 16.5"w x 11.5"d (42 cm x 29 cm)
Glass thickness: 5 mm
Also great as a nightstand or display shelf

OWS60
WALL SHELF 

Supports up to: 60 lbs (27,2 kg) double-stud 
and 25 lbs (11,3 kg) single-stud 
Leveling: +/-1 degree (post-installation)
Mounting: 16" wood studs or drywall
Cable channel length: 3' total; (2) 18" sections
Surface size: 42"w x 13"d (107 cm x 33 cm)
Glass thickness: 6 mm
Includes hassle-free cable channel system 
for routing and concealing wires on the wall
Cable channel can be painted or trimmed
Wall shelf easily accommodates a sound bar 
or side-by-side components
Under-shelf cubby houses small components 
and electronic accessories
Cubby easily accommodates a surge 
protector power strip

CREATE A MINIMALIST LOOK WITH THE  

OWS AV WALL SHELF – NO NEED FOR 

FURNITURE! WORKS WITH TVs OF ANY SIZE.
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TRIA 2
ADJUSTABLE AV WALL SHELF 

Two tempered glass shelves support up to 
30 lbs (13,6 kg) each 
Mounting: Single-stud
Dimensions: 17.5"w x 32.5"h x 16.5"d  
(445 mm x 826 mm x 419 mm)
Glass thickness: 6 mm
Compatible with Tria 1

AV WALL SHELVES AV WALL SHELVES

Fully adjustable shelves at 1" 
increments

Integrated cable management hides 
wires

Paintable and trimmable covers

Easy to install

Can be used with or without TV

5-year warranty

Available in Black with black glass

ECS
LOW-PROFILE AV WALL SHELF 

Supports up to: 30 lbs (13,6 kg) maximum 
shelf capacity
Pan: 15˚ left and right
Mounting: Single-stud
Dimensions: 18.0"w x 9.1"h x 20.1"d  
(457 mm x 231 mm x 571 mm)
Glass thickness: 8 mm

MOD1
LOW-PROFILE AV WALL SHELF 

Supports up to: 30 lbs (13,6 kg) maximum 
shelf capacity
Mounting profile: 0.94" (2,4 cm)
Mounting: Single-stud
Dimensions: 17.5"w x 13.7"h x 13.4"d  
(445 mm x 351 mm x 337 mm)
Glass thickness: 6 mm

AV WALL SHELVES

Pivoting arm for side-to-side 
movement

Wall plate hides bolts 

Includes complete hardware kit

5-year warranty

Available in Black with clear glass

TRIA SERIES

TRIA
ADJUSTABLE AV WALL SHELF 

Three tempered glass shelves support up to 
30 lbs (13,6 kg) each
Mounting: Single-stud
Dimensions: 17.5"w x 50"h x 16.5"d  
(445 mm x 1270 mm x 419 mm)
Glass thickness: 6 mm
Compatible with Tria 1 and Tria 2

TRIA 1
ADJUSTABLE AV WALL SHELF 

Tempered glass shelf supports up to 30 lbs 
(13,6 kg)
Mounting: Single-stud
Dimensions: 17.5"w x 16.5"h x 16.5"d  
(445 mm x 419 mm x 419 mm)
Glass thickness: 6 mm
Compatible with Tria 2

Ideal for placing components like 
DVD players, cable boxes, video 
game consoles and more, near the TV

Stackable with additional MOD1s to 
create a multiple shelf solution

Engineered from extruded 
aluminum with an anodized finish to 
complement newer TVs

Integrated cable management hides 
wires

Refined construction and 
components for smaller packaging 

5-year warranty

Available in Black with black glass

AV WALL SHELVES

THE TRIA SERIES WALL SHELVES OFFER 

HASSLE-FREE SHELVING AND CABLE 

MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS SUITABLE FOR 

ANY ENVIRONMENT AND CAN BE USED WITH 

OR WITHOUT A TV. USER-FRIENDLY FEATURES 

LIKE ADJUSTABLE SHELVES AND PAINTABLE, 

TRIMMABLE COVERS MAKE THEM GREAT FOR 

ANY APPLICATION.

WHY TRIA WALL FURNITURE?
Wall furniture makes it possible to hide wires from the component  
to the outlet without having to run them through the wall.

BLADE SERIES

BLADE2
LOW-PROFILE AV WALL SHELVES 

Two cascading tempered glass shelves 
support up to 35 lbs (15,9 kg) (double-stud) or 
25 lbs (11,4 kg) (single-stud) each
Mounting profile: 1.2" (3 cm)
Mounting: Single- or double-stud
Color: Satin Black with black glass
Dimensions: 22.3"w x 24"h x 16.2"d  
(565 mm x 610 mm x 411 mm) 
Glass thickness: 6 mm

BLADE1
LOW-PROFILE AV WALL SHELF 

Tempered glass shelf supports up to  
35 lbs (15,9 kg) (double-stud) or 25 lbs (11,4 
kg) (single-stud)
Mounting profile: 1.2" (3 cm)
Mounting: Single- or double-stud
Color: Satin Black with black glass
Dimensions: 22.5"w x 11.9"h x 16.1"d  
(572 mm x 302 mm x 409 mm)
Glass thickness: 6 mm 

Low 1.2" (30 mm) profile complements 
ultra-thin TVs

Simple installation with one-piece 
frame and flip-down shelf

Modular design makes pieces 
stackable

Ideal for placing components like 
DVD players, cable boxes, video 
game consoles and more, near the TV

Integrated cable management hides 
wires

Can be mounted under a flat panel or 
as a stand-alone unit  

5-year warranty

Satin Black finish is paintable to match 
any wall color 

BLADE SERIES WALL FURNITURE PIECES COMBINE FUNCTION WITH COOL. WITH LOW 

MOUNTING PROFILES THAT MAKE THEM THE PERFECT COMPLEMENT TO ULTRA-THIN TVs 

AND SHELVES THAT FLIP DOWN FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION, THESE PIECES ARE GREAT 

ADDITIONS TO YOUR HOME THEATER.

DID YOU KNOW?

The Blade Series has integrated 
cable management that hides 
wires and routes them to 
components.

Blade1 without cover
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CEILING MOUNTS & PROJECTOR MOUNTS CEILING MOUNTS & PROJECTOR MOUNTS

Ceiling Mounts  

DCM250
DOUBLE TILT TV MOUNT 

Fits most: 32–65" (81–165 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 250 lbs (113,4 kg)
Tilt: Up to 25° in 5° increments
Pipe drop: 24"
VESA compliant: 200x100 to 600x400
Mounting: Ceiling 
Supports two panels for back-to-back 
mounting

Portrait or landscape orientation

Includes universal adapter(s), ceiling 
plate and Grade 5 hardware kit

Tension adjustment for variable tilt 
or locking pin for precise positioning

Route cables through pipe and 
ceiling plate for a clean installation

Lift n’ Lock for a fast, one-person 
install

Standard thread works with any 1.5" 
NPT pipe

Threaded bottom pipe for additional 
accessories

Anti-theft security hardware 

5-year warranty

Available in Black

& Projector   
Mounts

CEILING 
MOUNTS
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ACCESSORIES

CEILING MOUNTS & PROJECTOR MOUNTS CEILING MOUNTS & PROJECTOR MOUNTS

SCM125
SINGLE TILT TV MOUNT 

Fits most: 32–65" (81–165 cm) TVs
Supports up to: 125 lbs (56,7 kg)
Tilt: Up to 25° in 5° increments
Pipe drop: 24"
VESA compliant: 200x100 to 600x400
Mounting: Ceiling 

Portrait or landscape orientation

Includes universal adapter(s), ceiling 
plate and Grade 5 hardware kit

Tension adjustment for variable tilt 
or locking pin for precise positioning

Route cables through pipe and 
ceiling plate for a clean installation

Lift n’ Lock for a fast, one-person 
install

Standard thread works with any 1.5" 
NPT pipe

Threaded bottom pipe for additional 
accessories

Anti-theft security hardware 

5-year warranty

Available in Black

Complete out-of-box solution 
includes ceiling plate, projector 
mount and all necessary hardware

Lift n’ Lock for a fast, one-person 
install

NPT extension pipes available in 12", 
18" and 24" lengths

5-year warranty

Available in Black

1.5" NPT EXTENSION PIPES

NPT12–12" Extension Pipe 
NPT18–18" Extension Pipe 
NPT24–24" Extension Pipe 
Available in Black

PJT40's omni-directional turnbuckle 
design makes positioning  

the projector easy:  
pitch and roll are interchangeable  

and micro adjustments 
are done by hand

PFC-A

FEMALE PIPE ADAPTER

For use with standard  
1.5" NPT pipe 
Integrated cable management  
hides wires
Available in Black and Platinum

PJT40
UNIVERSAL PROJECTOR MOUNT 

Fits: Small to large projectors
Supports up to: 40 lbs (18,1 kg)
Pitch: +/-16.5°
Roll: +/-16.5°
Yaw: +/-180°
Mounting: Single-stud or solid ceiling
Material: Steel
All exposed hardware has unique penta 
shape for security
Patent-pending MicroDial™ design means 
pitch and roll are interchangeable, and micro 
adjustments are done by hand
Patent-pending QuickLock™ feature for 
sliding connectors to the correct mounting 
position; no tools required
Projector mount connectors can be tucked 
up for a lower profile or extended to access 
projector controls

3N1-PJT/PRO-PJT
UNIVERSAL PROJECTOR MOUNT 

Fits: Small to large projectors
Supports up to: 40 lbs (18,1 kg)
Pitch: +/- 15°
Roll: +/- 15°
Yaw: +/- 180° 
Universal mounting pattern fits projectors 
with any hole pattern
Legs adjustable from 5" to 19.8" diagonally for 
small to large projectors

CEILING MOUNTS PROJECTOR MOUNTS

The SCM125 is equipped with a pin tilt 
mechanism which tilts the TV at precise 
increments making it well-suited for 
single or multiple TV installations
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Speaker Stands & Mounts

SPEAKER STANDS & MOUNTS SPEAKER STANDS & MOUNTS

SPEAKER STANDS & MOUNTS
Being not only the originator, but also the leader of 
the category, there is no doubt that OmniMount offers 
the most reliable and durable speaker mounts on the 
market today.

GEMINI 1
MEDIUM SATELLITE SPEAKER STAND 

Fits most: Medium satellite speakers
Supports speakers up to: 8 lbs (3,6 kg)
Includes: Two speaker stands
Dimensions: 8.5"w x 31–45"h x 10.5"d 
(216 mm x 787–1143 mm x 267 mm) 
Includes four universal adapters for 
maximum speaker compatibility
31–45" (78,7–114,3 cm) height adjustable post 
allows for ideal listening position

GEMINI 2
LARGE SATELLITE SPEAKER STAND 

Fits most: Large bookshelf speakers
Supports speakers up to: 20 lbs (9,1 kg)
Includes: Two speaker stands
Dimensions: 11.5"w x 24"h x 13"d 
(292 mm x 610 mm x 330 mm)
31" (787 mm) height with included extension 
24" (61 cm) or 31" (78,7 cm) height for ideal 
listening position – 7" (17,8 cm) extension 
included

Height adjustable post allows for 
ideal listening position

Includes interchangeable bases for 
four color options

In-post cable management hides up 
to 14-gauge speaker wire

Steel isolation spikes minimize 
vibration and stabilize base  

5-year warranty

Available in Black

GEMINI SERIES

Fits most: Large bookshelf speakers
Supports speakers up to: 20 lbs (9,1 kg)

31" (787 mm) height with included extension 
Brushed

Stainless Steel
High Gloss

Black31" (787 mm) height with included extension 
24" (61 cm) or 31" (78,7 cm) height for ideal 
listening position – 7" (17,8 cm) extension 

EspressoCherry
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STAINLESS STEEL SERIESAUDIOBASICS™ SERIES

SPEAKER STANDS & MOUNTS SPEAKER STANDS & MOUNTS

Includes three universal adapters for 
maximum speaker compatibility

26" to 36" height adjustable post 
allows for ideal listening position

6 mm tempered glass base with 
steel post

In-post cable management hides up to 
14-gauge speaker wire

Rubberized isolation feet minimize 
vibration and protect floors 

5-year warranty

Available in High Gloss Black with 
black glass

ELO SERIES

ELO
SMALL SATELLITE SPEAKER STAND 

Fits most: Small satellite speakers
Supports speakers up to: 4 lbs (1,8 kg)
Includes: Two speaker stands
Dimensions: 11"w x 26–36"h x 10"d 
(279 mm x 660–914 mm x 254 mm) 

SPEAKER STANDS & MOUNTS 

Injection molded, glass reinforced 
nylon

Suitable for all-weather use

Maximum flexibility

Mount on wall or ceiling

AB1
MICRO SATELLITE SPEAKER MOUNT 

Fits most: Small satellite speakers
Supports up to: 2.5 lbs (1,1 kg)
Base rotation: 360°
Pan: 180°
Tilt: +/- 30°  

AB2
MEDIUM SATELLITE SPEAKER MOUNT 

Fits most: Bookshelf speakers
Supports up to: 8 lbs (3,6 kg)
Base rotation: 360°
Pan: 180°
Tilt: +/- 30°  

SPEAKER MOUNTS 

5.0 W/C
SATELLITE SPEAKER MOUNT

Fits most: Satellite speakers
Supports up to: 5 lbs (2,3 kg)
Tilt: +/-30°
Pan: 180°
Base rotation: 360° 

10.0 W/C
BOOKSHELF SPEAKER MOUNT

Fits most: Bookshelf speakers
Supports up to: 10 lbs (4,5 kg)
Tilt: +/-30°
Pan: 180°
Base rotation: 360° 

Mount on wall or ceiling

Polymer-injected ball controls 
resonance frequencies for better 
sound

Stainless steel hardware for strength 
and durability

Suitable for all-weather use

Ball and clamp design for greater 
mounting flexibility

Includes clamp and jaw

Includes complete hardware kit  

5-year warranty

Available in Black

OCSBA
Easily attach most sound bars under 
wall mounted TV

Works with most brands or styles of 
TV mount

Improves audio quality, especially 
when used with full motion TV 
mounts

Attaches to the back of a TV and 
requires no holes in the wall

Great for medium and large TVs

Includes all mounting hardware

5-year warranty

Available in Black

OCSBA
UNIVERSAL SOUND BAR MOUNT

Supports up to: 30 lbs (13,6 kg)
Fits most: 32" or larger TVs 

STAINLESS STEEL 
SPEAKER MOUNTS 
OFFER:

SUPERIOR 
PRODUCT DESIGN 
• Polymer-injected ball controls 

resonance frequencies for 
better sound (shown)

• Stainless steel hardware for 
strength and durability 

• Suitable for all-weather use

HASSLE-FREE 
INSTALLATION
• Ball and clamp design for 

greater mounting flexibility 
(shown)

• Includes complete 
hardware kit

OCSBA ROTATES 

FOR MULTIPLE INSTALLATION 

CONFIGURATIONS

Includes two extensions that create 
three different lengths

Includes complete hardware kit  

5-year warranty

Available in Black

15.0 W/C
BOOKSHELF SPEAKER MOUNT

Fits most: Bookshelf speakers
Supports up to: 15 lbs (6,8 kg)
Tilt: +/-30°
Pan: 180°
Base rotation: 360° 

25.0 W/C
BOOKSHELF SPEAKER MOUNT

Fits most: Bookshelf speakers
Supports up to: 25 lbs (11,3 kg)
Tilt: +/-30°
Pan: 180°
Base rotation: 360° 
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OMNIMOUNT ESSENTIALS40 OMNIMOUNT ESSENTIALS

OmniMount  
Essentials

Works with any flat panel TV

Prevents tipping to protect children 
and pets

Ideal for flat panel TVs on furniture 
within arm’s reach or in high-traffic 
areas

Works with wood studs or  
concrete wall

Steel cables are easily adjustable 
using tensioning clamp

Simple to install

Includes two adjustable length steel 
cables and complete hardware kit 

5-year warranty

Available in Black

OESK
SAFETY KIT

Includes: 2 cables & hardware kit 

SAFETY KIT

CABLE MANAGEMENT
Modular design allows for any 
configuration

Covers can be cut to desired length

Paint to match any wall

Mount using screws or double sided 
adhesive (both included)

Route wires vertically or horizontally 
with 90° elbow

Includes installation template 

CMK
4.3" (11 cm) CABLE MANAGEMENT KIT

Modular design allows for any configuration
Covers can be cut to desired length
Paint to match any wall
Routes wires vertically or horizontally with 
90° elbow
Includes (3) 16" x 4.3" (40,6 x 10,9 cm) covers, 
(1) 90° elbow, (2) end caps and installation 
template

CMK MINI
2.3" (5,8 cm) CABLE MANAGEMENT KIT

Modular design allows for any configuration
Covers can be cut to desired length
Paint to match any wall
Routes wires vertically or horizontally with 
90° elbow
Includes (3) 16" x 2.3" (40,6 x 5,8 cm) covers, 
(1) 90° elbow, (2) end caps and installation 
template

OECMS
CABLE MANAGEMENT SLEEVE

Form-fitting neoprene material is flexible  
and allows for multiple cables
Cutouts every 2" (5 cm) provide multiple 
entry/exit points for cables
Black/white sleeve is reversible to fit into  
any environment

OCM
ON-WALL CABLE MANAGEMENT COVER

Includes: (3) 3.25" x 18" (8,3 x 45,7 cm) channels
Fits: up to 6 cables (3 power/3 HDMI)
Mounting: wood stud or drywall

Low profile on-wall cable management

Install in minutes, anywhere on the wall

Paint to match your wall color

Install end-to-end to conceal cables 
from TV to floorboard

Easily shorten channels to desired 
length

Perforations every 9" (22,9 cm) for 
custom lengths

Contemporary shape complements  
TV design

Great for concealing cables along a 
wall in any room: bedroom, office, living 
room

Can be mounted on block wall 
(hardware not included)

Includes specialty hardware that works 
in wood studs or drywall

Organize tangled cables

Route power and signal separately

Flat design blends nicely with the wall

Includes complete hardware kit

Looks great with AV wall shelves

OPK2
IN-WALL CABLE ROUTING INTERFACE

One (1) 5' extension cord
Two (2) pre-wired outlet boxes
Drywall saw

Great for concealing cables below a 
wall mounted TV

Easy snap fit installation

Includes top and bottom color-coded 
outlet boxes

Top outlet box is black to match  
the TV

Bottom outlet box is white to match 
outlet covers

Boxes mount in drywall (no stud 
required)

Power between outlet boxes connects 
with easy snap fit assembly (no wiring 
needed)

Includes extension cord to plug into 
existing AC outlet

ETL certified for safety

Code compliant to install power 
without an electrician

Recessed outlet boxes work behind 
low profile TV mounts

Great for new or retrofit applications

No exposed wires!

Includes drywall saw--no specialty 
tools required

No need for electrical certification

Pre-wired snap fit assembly

CABLE MANAGEMENT
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3.7
(92,6)

3.7
(92,8)

2.2
(57)

 

 

3.7
(92,6)

2.2
(57)

7.7
(196,3)

2.3
(58,5)

Ø 0.4
(9,5)

5.0 W/C — page 39 10.0 W/C — page 39 15.0 W/C — page 39

7.0
(177,3)

9.1
(231,9)

12.0
(304,6)

11.8 
(300,7)

7.1 
(179,5)

 

 

25.0 W/C — page 39

VESA MOUNT INTERFACES
OMNIMOUNT TV MOUNTS ARE 
COMPLIANT WITH THE 
VESA© INTERFACE STANDARD

OmniMount products are engineered 
in accordance with the Flat Display 
Mounting Interface (FDMI) Standard, 
otherwise known as the Mounting 
Interface Standard (MIS), defined by VESA. When choosing a TV, 
look for VESA Mounting Compliance for ease of attachment to 
any OmniMount wall mount, articulating monitor arm or other 
VESA-compliant mounting solution.

The VESA standard defines dimensions of a TV’s four-hole 
attachment interface and the screws used to fit those holes. It 
also dictates the placement of the hole pattern on the back of 
the TV. For attachment to VESA mounts, this invariably means 
the hole pattern should be centered on a TV’s back (denoted in a 
VESA label with the letter “C” as in VESA FDMI MIS-D, 100, C).
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